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Research Article

On hybrid electroosmotic kinetics for
field-effect-reconfigurable nanoparticle
trapping in a four-terminal spiral
microelectrode array

Induced-charge electroosmosis (ICEO) has attracted tremendous popularity for driving
fluid motion from the microfluidic community since the last decade, while less attention
has been paid to ICEO-based nanoparticle manipulation. We propose herein a unique con-
cept of hybrid electroosmotic kinetics (HEK) in terms of bi-phase ICEO (BICEO) actuated
in a four-terminal spiral electrode array, for effective electrokinetic enrichment of fluo-
rescent polystyrene nanoparticles on ideally polarizable metal strips. First, by alternating
the applied AC voltage waves between consecutive discrete terminals, the flow stagnation
lines where the sample nanoparticles aggregate can be switched in time between two
different distribution modes. Second, we innovatively introduce the idea of AC field-effect
flow control on BICEO; by altering the combination of gating voltage sequence, not only
the number of circulative particle trapping lines is doubled, but the collecting locations
can be flexibly reconfigured as well. Third, hydrodynamic streaming of DC-biased BICEO
is tested in our device design, wherein the global linear electroosmosis dominates BICEO
contributed from both AC and DC components, resulting in a reduction of particle enrich-
ment area, while with a sharp increase in sample transport speed inside the bulk phase.
The flow field associated with HEK is predicted using a linear asymptotic analysis under
Debye–Huckel limit, with the simulation results in qualitative agreement with in-lab ob-
servations of nanoparticle trapping by exploiting a series of improved ICEO techniques.
This work provides an affordable and field-deployable platform for real-time nanoparticle
trapping in the context of dilute electrolyte.
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1 Introduction

In various biomedical and analytical applications, it is a criti-
cal step to purify or extract small particles from diverse back-
ground matrices [1]. To handle fluidic samples of low par-
ticle density, a concentration procedure is usually inevitable
to confine the sample volume to an effective working range

induced-charge electroosmotic; IDL, induced double layer;
ITO, indium tin oxide; TWEO, traveling-wave electroosmotic
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(nanoliter to microliter) that microfluidic devices can han-
dle [2]. For such, a number of microfluidic particle manip-
ulation methods, such as hydrodynamics [3–5], ultrasonics
[6–8], magnetism [9–11], concentration polarization [12, 13],
CE [14–16], electrohydrodynamics (EHD) [17–19], and dielec-
trophoresis (DEP) [20–23], have been studied in-depth.

Induced-charge electrokinetics takes place when an im-
posed background electric field E induces a counterionic
screening layer over a polarizable surface in electrolyte, then
forces that induced double-layer (IDL) into induced-charge
electroosmosis (ICEO). Although the research community
has fully proven the feasibility of ICEO in liquid transport and
mixing over the past decade [24–26], how to make use of ICEO
fluid motion to accomplish reconfigurable particle assembly
has been seldom exploited. Recently, we first reported electro-
convective particle trapping on the ideally polarizable surface
of a central metal strip in straight microchannels [27–31].
Since particle preconcentration by lateral ICEO vortex flow
arises from indirect fluidic drag force, ICEO trapping has a
greater actuating range than nonlinear electrokinetic force
acting directly on particle themselves [32], mainly including
conventional DEP attraction/repulsion by a field gradient and
traveling-wave DEP pumping along a progressively phase-
shifted electrode track [33].

Although a series of ICEO particle manipulation ap-
proach has been reported, there is still a need to implement
targeted enrichment of colloidal particles on a relatively broad
scale. In view of this, we propose herein a unique physical
concept of hybrid electroosmotic kinetics (HEK), in terms
of bi-phase ICEO (BICEO) with two applied AC voltage sig-
nals of 180° phase difference for switching the sample collec-
tion state in time at our wishes, as well as a more advanced
version, termed as "AC field-effect flow control on BICEO,"
in analogy to flow field-effect-transistor (flow-FET) [34–36]
in microfabricated fluidic networks for realizing rectifica-
tions in DC electroosmotic (DCEO) pump flow. We make
use of a spiral electrode array to construct the ideally po-
larizable interface for generating fast ICEO fluid motion in
its vicinity, wherein four isolated electrode strips are in di-
rect contact with electrolyte solution, so merely several volts
are enough to actuate electrically the microfluidic device for
position-controllable particle concentration adjacent to the
metal surface; this forms a stark contrast with the technique
of flow-FET developed most initially for DCEO, in which a rel-
atively thick dielectric membrane incorporated in the three-
capacitor model results in the requirement of very high gate
voltages (usually 50–1000 V), so as to accelerate apprecia-
bly the pump flow rate. In addition, the feasibility of DC-
biased BICEO in causing particle trapping is tested experi-
mentally, and the time need for particle trapping to reach a
steady state is reduced to great extent due to the contribution
from three distinct components of electroosmosis. These re-
sults support that HEK has great potential to enable flexible
and large-scale nanoparticle concentrators in the context of
microfluidics.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental

To demonstrate the feasibility of current HEK theory in flex-
ible sample manipulation, a multiphase electrokinetic mi-
crodevice was fabricated and then we carried out the particle
trapping experiment. Multilayer fabrication process had to
be employed if the configuration of a linear electrode array of
different voltage phases was adopted. To avoid complicated
wiring, we elaborated a special device design of a confocal
spiral four-terminal electrode array of N = 5 repeating wave-
length, as shown in Fig. 1A. These conducting rings were
deposited on an insulating glass substrate, and covered by a
microchannel with two opening cylindrical electrolytic ports
of 1.5 mm in radius. The four circulating metal strips shared
an equal width of LE = 100 �m, and the nearest gap size
between adjacent electrode phases equals LG = 30 �m. Con-
sequently, the wavelength of single repeating spatial period
is L = 4(LE + LG) = 520 �m, and the diameter of the whole
helix was about 6 mm. One great benefit of this circulating
design was that interphase insulation and external wiring of
the four sequential terminals can be accomplished at the pe-
riphery of the circular electrode system at a time, with much
more convenience of operation compared to that for a linear
array geometry [37].

The fabrication process of the chip used in the current
experiment was based on the classical soft-lithography tech-
nique. Thin-film indium tin oxide (ITO) of high degree of
transparency was employed to forge the electrode structure.
First, the annular four-terminal metal strip array was pat-
terned by wet etching the ITO material. Subsequently, a
PDMS microfluidic channel with 500 �m in height was poly-
merized by using a laser-ablated PMMA pattern as the tem-
plate. Eventually, PDMS chamber and glass substrate with the
circulative electrode pattern were aligned under an optical mi-
croscope and bonded to form an intact microdevice through
oxygen plasma treatment. The microfluidic particle concen-
trator (Fig. 1A) used the BICEO to concentrate nanoparticle
samples, with the core structure of four-terminal ITO elec-
trode array demonstrated in Fig. 1B.

We chose aqueous saline solution as an eligible working
fluid of moderate dynamic viscosity, the ionic conductivity of
which was controlled by concocting KCl electrolyte and mon-
itored via a conductivity analyzer. The solution conductivity
for preconcentration experiment was � = 0.001 S/m, which
was appropriate for actuating ICEO in the absence of steric
effect [38–40]. It is noteworthy that, we met the thin layer
approximation as well, with �D/0.5L=0.00075 �� 1. Con-
sidering the low ionic strength of the bulk fluid, the ITO
metal strips can be recognized as ideally polarizable solid
conductors in this situation. The particles used in our study
were polystyrene nanospheres (Molecular Probes Co.) with
radius of r = 250 nm emitting green fluorescence. To prepare
fluorescent polystyrene nanoparticles, a 20 �L suspending
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Figure 1. A 3D schematic representation of the experimental facility. (A) A confocal spiral electrode array of four ITO terminals is disposed
on a glass base. There are n = 5 repeating cycles of the four-phase metal strips. Every annular conductive electrode has a span of L1 =
100 �m, with an interelectrode gap size of L2 = 30 �m. A PDMS microchamber of H = 500 �m in height with an electrolytic port on both
sides is bonded with the insulating substrate to form an intact microfluidic chip. KCl aqueous electrolyte containing nanofluidic samples
is injected into and ultimately stuffs the microchannel. Different combinations of hybrid DC/AC voltage signals are applied to the four
electrode terminals to actuate distinct vortex flow patterns of HEK on the circulating electrode array for preconcentration of nanoparticles
at the flow stagnation lines on the surface of the sequential metal strips (B) 2D Geometrical configuration of the four-terminal
annular electrode array in the horizontal cross-section B-B’ (red dotted rectangle in A), with the first, second, third, and fourth flat
terminals colored in red, blue, green, and yellow, respectively. (C) Device geometry in the transverse cross-section A–A’ (black dotted
rectangle in A).

solution containing 10% particles was diluted with the
10 �S/cm KCl solution into 2 mL, so as to keep track of the dy-
namic trapping process of latex beads due to electroosmotic
(EO) streaming. The liquid suspension with manipulatable
nanoparticles was then injected into the fluidic chamber and
finally filled it.

We used a commercial multichannel function generator
(TGA12104, TTi, UK) to generate low-frequency AC voltage
signals with arbitrary phase relation. In practical experiments,
there were some optional electric field conditions, includ-
ing sinusoidal signals of 180° phase difference, DC-biased
AC voltages were imposed to some of the four terminals;
otherwise, the metal strips free from external wiring (wire-
less bipolar electrode) float in potential. Waveform of the
applied voltage was monitored using a commercial digital
oscilloscope (TDS2024, Tektronix, USA).

2.2 Theory and mathematical model of HEK

In ICEO, the normal field lines are responsible for charging
the capacitive IDL, which is then driven by the tangential field
component of a same electrical source into electroconvection.
For this reason, ICEO vortex streaming had a second-order
voltage dependence, and thereby survived in low-frequency
AC fields. In the scientific history, following the pioneering

work of Ramos and co-workers on ACEO over one coplanar
microelectrode pair, Bazant and Squires [41, 42] pointed out
that an applied background electric field can trigger its own
induced free charge within the induced double layer (IDL)
adjacent to a polarizable solid/electrolyte interface, which ex-
erted a nonlinear Coulomb force inside the thin boundary
layer; so, they coined the term "induced-charge electroosmo-
sis" to describe the resulted physical phenomenon of nonlin-
ear EO streaming on conducting or even weakly polarizable
surfaces. ICEO conceptually encompassed ACEO [43]/TWEO
(traveling-wave electroosmosis) [44,45] on a driving electrode
array, and ICEO on bipolar metal [46–49]/semiconductor
[50–52]/leaky dielectric [53] solid surfaces, as well as
electroosmosis of second kind in the extended space charge
layer near a perm-selective membrane [54]. This kind of EHD
brings about great benefits in reducing Faradaic reactions
and suppressing bubble generations, as well as engendering
faster electroconvection than traditional linear electroosmo-
sis in DC fields, taking into account the nonlinear character
of ICEO fluid motion [55].

In current analysis, depending on the specific experi-
mental condition, ACEO, AC-ICEO (ICEO caused by AC field
component), DC-ICEO (ICEO due to a DC voltage offset), and
conventional DCEO may coexist along the spiral trail; so, it
was actually an insurmountable task to obtain explicit analyti-
cal solution of EO flow field for this full 3D geometry (Fig. 1A)
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Table 1. Boundary conditions for current conservation in AC and DC fields

Index Boundary
Boundary conditions for ac field
component Eq. (A1)

Boundary conditions for dc field
component Eq. (A2)

1 First terminal �n · ∇�̃ac = j �
C D
1+� (�̃ac − �̃ac1) �dc1= 1V

2 Second terminal �n · ∇�̃ac = j �
C D
1+� (�̃ac − �̃ac2) �n · ∇�dc = 0, �dc2= 0.5V

3 Third terminal �n · ∇�̃ac = j �
C D
1+� (�̃ − �̃ac3) �dc3= 0V

4 Fourth terminal �n · ∇�̃ac = j �
C D
1+� (�̃ − �̃ac4) �n · ∇�dc = 0, �dc4= 0.5V

5 Insulating surfaces n · ∇�̃ac = 0 n · ∇�dc = 0

beyond DC limit, where electrochemical ion relaxation led to
incomplete Debye screening.

In addition, the case of a DC bias had in effect two Fourier
modes, f1 = 0 and f2 = �/2	. It involved multifrequency EO
streaming, and the DC and AC fields can be separately re-
solved according to the superposition principle in nonlinear
electrokinetics, in analogy to the concept of multifrequency
DEP [56]. We carried out numerical simulation to calculate
the coordinate-dependent electrostatic potential and various
kinds of EO flow field, using a commercial software pack-
age, COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.3a). The AC (using
phasor amplitude denoted by a tilde) and DC electric field
components in the bulk of the suspension medium were
dictated by Eq. (1a) and Eq. (1b), respectively, with the bound-
ary conditions on different surfaces explicitly presented in
Table 1. Once the DC and AC potential distributions are
known, we can predict the time-averaged AC-ICEO electroki-
netic slip flow on the four electrode terminals, the steady
DC-ICEO slipping on the bipolar metal strips, and traditional
DCEO adjacent to channel walls via Eq. (5), (4b), and (4c),
respectively.

The theoretical analysis took advantage of the linear RC
circuit theory in terms of electrode polarization under the
asymptotic limit of small Dukhin number and ultrathin elec-
tric double layer (EDL). With regard to electrochemical trans-
port of ionic species in aqueous solution, the ratio of diffu-
sive to conductive mass transfer isD∇
free/�E E DL

n = (�D/h)2

[57–59] (see Nomenclature), indicating the diffuse screen-
ing charge, either induced or fixed, was merely significant
within the Debye layer. Accordingly, the net conduction cur-
rent n · (�E − D∇
free) vanished along the normal direction
of electrode surface. With a higher field frequency, however,
displacement current flowed across the EDL, which made
charging dynamics incomplete and out-of-phase polarization
noticeable.

For mathematical simulation, the entire fluidic system
was divided into two interconnected regions, including the
EDL at electrode/electrolyte interface and bulk fluid. Within
the latter, the space charge density vanished considering elec-
troneutrality, so that the AC and DC electrostatic potential
were determined by Laplace equations Eq. (1a) and Eq. (1b),
respectively, according to current conservation:

∇2�̃ac = 0 (for AC field component) (1a)

∇2�dc = 0 (for DC field component) (1b)

Under Debye–Huckel limit, we disregarded those ef-
fects in non-ideal conditions, including Faradaic current
injection, ion overcrowding and non-uniform surface elec-
trokinetic transport, etc. The EDL adjacent to the structural
interfaces was comprised of a compact layer of capacitance
CS, and a diffuse layer of capacitance CD = ε/�D, which
were in serial connection to support the entire overpoten-
tial at the electrode surface. Here, �D denotes the thick-
ness of EDL, and ε the solution permittivity. The linear
EDL capacity is the combination of the above two layers, i.e.
C0 = CDCS/(CD + CS) = CD/(1 + �), in terms of the surface
capacitance ratio � = CD/Cs . Since the electrode surface was
impenetrable to ions, current continuity condition for AC and
DC fields in the bulk right outside the EDL is given by Eq. (2a)
and Eq. (2b), (2c), respectively:

�n · ∇�̃ac = j �
CD

1 + �

(
�̃ac − �̃aci

)

for the i th terminal in AC field, (2a)

�n · ∇�dc=0, �dc i =0.5V f or i=2 and 4 in the DC field, (2b)

�dc1 = 1V�dc3 = 0V

f or i = 1 and 3, respectively, in the DC field, (2c)

where �is the liquid conductivity, � = 2	f the angular elec-
tric field frequency, f the linear frequency, tilde ‘�’ the phasor
amplitude of ac field variables, �ac/�dc the AC/DC potential
in the bulk right outside the EDL. The subscripts AC and DC
represent the AC and DC field component, and i the ith strip
terminal (See Nomenclature). �̃aci denotes the AC body po-
tential of ith terminal, �dc i the dc counterpart, and n the unit
normal on the metal electrodes. In Eq. (2a)–(2c), any electrode
reaction is excluded for linear asymptotic analysis, namely,
the EDL can merely be short circuited by displacement cur-
rent in a time-dependent electric field. Effect of counterionic
screening is reflected by imposing Eq. (2a) and (2b) at the
liquid/electrode interface. Nondimensionalization of Eq. (2a)
gave rise to a characteristic double-layer relaxation frequency
f RC = (1 + �)��D/2	εR= O(100)Hz in the context of dilute
electrolyte.

A part of the entire double-layer voltage drops across the
diffuse layer, giving rise to a harmonic inducing zeta potential
�̃aci , a static zeta potential �dci , and the fixed counterpart �fixed
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on channel sidewalls of negative surface charge density �free

to actuate EO streaming on the spiral array:

�̃aci= 1

1 + �

(
�̃aci − �̃ac

)
(zeta potential phasor for AC field)(3a)

�dci = 1

1 + �
(�dci − �dc) (zeta potential for DC field) (3b)

�fixed = �free�D

ε
(fixed zeta potential) (3c)

Since the flat annular structure is adhered to the glass
base in practice, Coulomb force within the Debye layer domi-
nates any other electrokinetic phenomenon, resulting in three
types of EO slipping at the sharp material interface:

uacICEO
s = ε

� (1 + �)
Re

((
�̃ac − �̃aci

)
e j�t

)

Re
((

Ẽac − Ẽac · n · n
)

e j�t
)

(4a)

udcICEO
s = ε

� (1 + �)
(�dc − �dci) (Edc − Edc · n · n) (4b)

uDCEO
s = − ε�fixed

� (1 + �)
(Edc − Edc · n · n) (4c)

For analytical convenience, we use the time-averaged
counterpart of Eq. (4a):
〈
uacICEO

s

〉 = ε
2� (1 + �)

Re
((

�̃ac − �̃aci

) (
Ẽac − Ẽac · n · n

)∗)
(5)

where the asterisk (*) is the complex conjugate, and � the
time-average operator. In this way, the steady component of
the slip velocity due to HEK is the sum of Eq. (5), Eq. (4b),
and Eq. (4c):

〈uS〉 = 〈
uacICEO

s

〉 +udcICEO
s +uDCEO

s (6)

Since the Reynolds number is sufficiently small (see
Nomenclature), the linear superposition principle holds true
in our microdevice. In this case, for the steady-state and
incompressible Newtonian fluid, the velocity field fulfilled
the Stokes equation, which is subjected to the synthetic EO
slipping 〈uS〉 on polarizable surface:

−∇ p + �∇2u = 0 (momentum conservation) (7a)

∇ · u = 0 (mass conservation) (7b)

where � denotes the liquid dynamic viscosity, and p the
hydraulic pressure.

2.3 Numerical simulation

We solve the Laplace equations Eq. (1a) and Eq. (1b) for the
AC potential phasor and DC potential using two set of electric
current (EC) modules inherently included in Comsol Multi-
physics. With the first one, the AC field Eq. (1a) was subjected
to IDL capacitive charging on the four conducting terminals
Eq. (2a), and insulating condition on other surfaces. With the

second EC module, DC field Eq. (1b) was subjected to com-
plete charging of IDL on the second and fourth terminal of
identical floating potential �= 0.5 V, and given voltage pene-
tration of � = 1 V adjacent to the first and third terminal with
a DC bias.

Once both the AC and DC field components are known,
they are inserted into Eq. (6) to acquire the time-averaged EO
slipping flow. Subsequently, the HEK vortex flow field in the
bulk Eq. (7a)–(7b) is computed by imparting Eq. (6) to the po-
larizable interfaces. The 3D computational domain is similar
to Fig. 1, with the PDMS chamber of H = 500 �m in physical
height. Free tetrahedral meshes were hired in the numerical
simulation, and the maximum grid dimension in the vicinity
of electrode edges was designated to be no more than one-
tenth (10 �m) of the width of an individual metal strip, in
terms of a growth factor of 1.1 as the meshes spread from the
electrode surface to the bulk suspension. The distribution
of meshes cannot be further refined, since doing this would
exceed the limit of our available computer resource (Intel i7-
7700K, 64G DDR4 3000 MHz, ROG Z270). Although we were
not able to test grid independence because of this restriction,
the simulation results still captured the basic feature of HEK-
flow field manifesting as a series of micro-vortices above the
electrode array. During the numerical calculation, we pre-
ferred to utilize the PARDISO solver considering its quicker
iteration speed. The Reynolds number here was no more than
a unit, i.e., Rey = 
 fuR/��O(0.1) � 1 for u = 1 mm/s and
R = 100 �m, so that HEK slipping flow was laminar, not
turbulent in practice. Even so, under AC harmonic forcing,
BICEO slip gave rise to time-averaged vortex flow field in the
bulk, which pushed the latex beads onto the annular electrode
array from the liquid suspension, by taking its second-order
voltage-dependence into account.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Particle trapping via BICEO

We first tested the feasibility of standard BICEO in nanoparti-
cle enrichment over the circular electrode array. Irrespective
of multifrequency triggering, BICEO means double AC volt-
age signals of same frequency but opposite phases are used
to actuate nonlinear EO streaming (Fig. 2A). In this sense, we
consider two conditions of electrical connection for BICEO.
The first scheme (state 1) is to apply �ac1(t) = A1cos (�t)
to the first terminal and �ac3(t) = A3cos (�t + 180◦) to the
third terminal, while the second and fourth terminal float
in the harmonic field. The second choice (state 2) is to im-
pose �ac2(t) = A2cos (�t)to the second terminal and �ac4(t) =
A4cos (�t + 180◦) to the fourth terminal, with the first and
third one free from external powering. In practice, the volt-
age amplitude A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = 2 V is sufficient to
capture nanoparticles without damaging the electrodes.

In this way, the two experimental approaches gener-
ate a voltage difference of 4 V across the first and third
terminal (Fig. 2B), and the second and fourth terminal,
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Figure 2. Theoretical analysis of particle enrichment in the four-terminal spiral electrode array via BICEO under given field frequency
f = 50 Hz and voltage amplitude A = 2 V. (A) A global view of vortex streamlines of BICEO over the annular electrode array in the
microchamber (unit: m/s), (B) a surface plot of potential phasor and an arrow plot of electric field vector in the cross-section A–A’ for A1

= 2 V and A3 = –2 V, while second and fourth terminals floats in the harmonic field (unit: V). (C and D) A cross-sectional surface and
arrow plot of HEK vortex flow field (unit: m/s), (c) as the ac forcing is emitted from the first and third terminals, i.e., the working status 1,
(D) as the second and fourth terminals provide the necessary field source and sink, i.e., the working status 2, it is worthy to note that the
nanoparticle samples tend to always collect on the ten driving electrodes rather than the two floating terminals, so we are able to realize
an in-time switching of particle collection positions (the red solid spheres) by alternating the voltage supply modes between state 1 and
2 with suitable time intervals. (E) A comparison between the frequency-dependent BICEO flow velocity on DEs and FEs, where there is a
single relaxation peak for both ACEO and ICEO vortex streaming. (F) Real part of phasor amplitude of the induced zeta potential across
the EDL on both DE and FE as a function of applied field frequency.

respectively. Since the interfacial capacitor is incessantly
charged and discharged by the conduction current from the
resistor of the fluid bulk, both ACEO slip flow on driving
electrodes (DE) and ICEO slipping on floating electrodes (FE)
have a strong dependence on the imposed field frequency f, as
shown in Fig. 2E. In DC limit below reciprocal RC time con-
stant f RC = (1 + �)��D/2	εR, most of the applied voltage
drops across the diffuse screening cloud, that is, the occur-
rence of complete Debye screening, resulting in no tangen-
tial field right outside the EDL that forces the induced charge
cloud into negligible small electroconvection. With field fre-
quency much higher than inverse RC time scale, since the

voltage polarity changes too fast, there is not enough time for
the ionic charge to accumulate on the ideally polarizable sur-
face within each half cycle, that is, incomplete Debye screen-
ing takes place, and all the electrode terminals recover to their
original role of ideal conductors, which makes electrokinetic
slipping vanish once again (Fig. 2E, f = 10 kHz). Conse-
quently, BICEO vortex streaming becomes merely observable
in an intermediate frequency range around fRC, which is in
the order of O(100)Hz.

To realize electroconvective particle trapping, however,
the upward ICEO fluidic drag force cannot be excessively
large, or else it would overcome the downward sedimentation
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and break the stress balance on latex beads, giving rise to
unstable particle rotating motion above the annular electrode
array. Accordingly, a suitable field frequency f = 50Hz is
chosen in priority in BICEO concentrating experiments.
Under this circumstance, the floating electrodes exempt
from external energizing behave as perfect insulators beyond

a distance scale of O(�D)due to the block of ionic current
on ideally polarizable surfaces, as indicated by the parallel
electric field lines above FE in Fig. 2B. A lower induced
polarizability of IDL at FE/electrolyte interface below 50 Hz
makes ICEO flow velocity (�100 �m/s) weaker than ACEO
streaming on driving electrodes (�200 �m/s). In light of

Figure 3. Experimental observation of nanoparticle enrichment using BICEO with a concentration ratio of 36.3. (A) A microscopic view
of particle collection pattern for status 1 with the first and third terminals electrically activated, (B) experimental result of an intermediate
transition status between state 1 and 2, (C) configuration of particle self-assembly line for status 2 with the second and fourth terminals
powered on, (D) an outward pumping flow component caused by bi-phase EO convection above the annular strip array, enhancing the
particle trapping performance to some degree. (See Supporting Information Movie 1).
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this, nanoparticles are supposed to collect selectively on
unipolar DE with equidistance rather than bipolar FE, as
schematically shown in Fig. 2C and D for status 1 and 2,
respectively.

At the steady state of each experimental condition, flow
stagnation lines (FSL) responsible for particle trapping would
generate selectively on a half of the 20 sequential circles. This
reminds us to change the voltage supply between these two
working states, with the specific assembly pattern shown in
Fig. 3A and Fig. 3C, so that the circulatory FSL where la-
tex beads aggregate can be switched in time at our wishes
(see Supporting Information Movie 1 for in-lab observation
of a back and forth switching of equidistant particle assembly
lines driven by BICEO). Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 3B,
there is a self-assembly transition state between the two op-
erating states, wherein nanoparticles are gradually driven by
BICEO electroconvection to move from current ten electrode
bars to the other ten counterparts, and at an intermediate
time point, it looks like particle trapping lines are developed
above all the 20 annular strips. This situation is erratic, how-
ever, and is then quickly converted to status 1 (Fig. 3A) or 2
(Fig. 3C), depending on specific switching sequence of im-
posed AC voltage waves. In addition, BICEO not only pro-
duces a series of micro-vortices on electrode surface (Fig. 2C
and D), but induces a steady pump flow component as well,
as exhibited in Fig. 3D, which is acquired by superimposing
a series of consecutive image frames included in experimen-
tal video. This net pump component of BICEO is originated
by a subtle change of signal phase along the annular elec-
trode track, and constantly transports colloidal samples in
the outward direction, resulting in an enhancement of the
horizontal flow flux and thereby concentrating performance
of latex nanospheres.

3.2 Reconfigurable self-assembly using AC

field-effect flow control on BICEO

On the basis of previous study on controllable particle trap-
ping by periodic BICEO eddies, we then introduce the ap-
proach of flow-FET to cause symmetry breaking in BICEO
flow field, i.e., AC field-effect flow control on BICEO. Specif-
ically, in addition to the biphase voltage waves Acos(�t) and
Acos(�t + 180°) applied to the two driving terminals (first
and third), the other two terminals (second and fourth) are
no longer floating, but serve as gate electrodes (GE) for the
sake of establishing an AC flow field-effect transistor (AC-
flow-FET). Vortex flow patterns of field-effect-tunable BICEO
with two distinct gate voltage sequences are calculated numer-
ically, with the simulation results displayed in Fig. 4, wherein
the amplitude of driving voltage is fixed at 2 V. In order to
induce asymmetric ICEO whirlpools, all the gate voltages de-
viate from the ground condition, and instead powered by the
remaining two output ports of the waveform generator (1 V),
while the exciting frequency is kept constant at 50 Hz (Fig. 4).
The correspondingly experimental results are demonstrated
in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Theoretical prediction of vortex flow field of AC-flow-
FET of BICEO and the resulting collection state of nanofluidic sam-
ples, with the first and third terminals subjected to driving volt-
ages 2cos(�t)[V] and 2cos(�t + 180°)[V], respectively, while two
distinct combination of gate voltages are imposed to the second
and fourth terminals. (A) A surface and arrow plot of asymmetric
vortex streaming of BICEO flow-FET for V2 = cos(�t + 180°) and
V4 = cos(�t), (B) once the gate polarities make a reversal, viz. V2

= cos(�t) and V4 = cos(�t + 180°), the circular trapping lines are
position-shifted by a quarter of the wavelength. The red spheres
indicate that, it is highly possible for nanoparticles to amass in the
vicinity of potent flow regions of asymmetric ICEO micro-vortices
along the electrode array.

In Fig. 4A, the two circular gate strips (second and fourth)
are subjected to AC voltage signals of cos(�t + 180°) and
cos(�t), with potential phasor equivalent to −1 and 1 V, re-
spectively. Implementing AC signals of identical actuating
frequency but different complex amplitude causes electric
field intensity to be highly asymmetric along the axial direc-
tion of circular electrode array; a voltage difference of 3 V
between the first and second, and third and fourth terminals
is larger than that of 1V between the second and third, and
fourth and first ones. Since ICEO grows quadratically with
imposed field strength, the strongest electroconvection ap-
pears above these gaps between the second and third, and
fourth and first terminals, while the flow velocity is rather
weak within other interelectrode spacing. So, nanoparticles
are prone to gather at the center of strong ICEO eddies,
namely, the right side on the first and third terminal and left
side on the second and fourth terminal (Fig. 4A and Fig. 5B),
where the hydraulic pressure attains a local minimum value.
In view of this, with field-effect flow control on nonlinear
electroosmosis, the number of trapping lines of maximum
fluorescence intensity doubles in the microdevice, and latex
beads accumulate on all the twenty circular metal strips, in
stark contrast with ten annular trapping lines formed on ev-
ery other electrode bar using the typical BICEO technique
(Fig. 3A and C). At the same time, the gap between
neighboring collection lines is no longer equidistant, and
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Figure 5. Experimental observation of the effect of field-effect flow control on BICEO-induced nanoparticle trapping on the annular metal
strip array, as predicted by the numerical modeling in Fig. 4. (A) Ten enrichment lines are formed along the circulative electrode track
when the two gate terminals (second the fourth) are free from external powering. (B and C) On application of AC gate voltage waves to
the two circular gate bars, symmetric breaking in BICEO vortex flow field occurs, resulting in a doubling of the number of nanoparticle
trapping lines to 20 with a concentration ratio of 75.9. Meanwhile, the particle assembly pattern is flexibly reconfigurable using different
combination of gate voltage sequence, (B) for V2 = cos(�t +180 °) and V4 = cos(�t) (see Supporting Information Movie 2), and (C) for V2

= cos(�t) and V4 = cos(�t + 180°) of inverse phase polarity (see Supporting Information Movie 3).

spatial periodicity of colloid assembly pattern is character-
ized by repetitive alternations of one relatively small and
one relatively large grating spacing in practical experiments
(Fig. 5B).

In Fig. 4B, on application of AC signals of cos(�t) and
cos(�t + 180°) to the second and fourth terminals, respec-
tively, since polarity of the imposed gate voltage reverses
with respect to that in Fig. 4A, the AC electric field redis-
tributes dramatically. Accordingly, both the ICEO vortex flow
field (Fig. 4B) and the circular focusing lines obtained in ex-
periment (Fig. 5C) are position-shifted by a quarter of the
wavelength, implying a high degree of freedom controlla-
bility on the location-specific arrangement of nanoparticle
trapping lines with AC-flow-FET. From above analysis and
experimental test, by imposing biased AC potential waves to
the two original floating terminals, we can achieve field-effect
control on the flow pattern of BICEO vortex streaming, which
not only greatly enhances the concentration performance, but
is able to flexibly reshape the assembly pattern by regroup-
ing the gate potential waves of opposite electrical polarities as
well (see Supporting Information Movie 2 and 3).

3.3 Fast self-assembly via DC-biased BICEO

DC-biased nonlinear electrokinetics, mostly asymmetrically
polarized ACEO and ACET have become a hot topic of re-
search over the past 10 years [60]. To our best knowledge,
however, scientific reports on the importance of DC-biased
AC voltages in ICEO as well as its effect on tracer particles
have been quite limited so far. [38] Taking this aspect into
account, it is then necessary to have a check on how a hy-
brid DC/AC voltage signal exerts an influence on the flow
field of HEK, which is tightly associated with the resulted
concentration performance of fluidic samples (see Support-
ing Information Movie 4).

In fact, to impose a DC voltage difference between first
and third terminals with one pre-existing AC electric field
can make the flow behavior of electroosmosis more compli-
cated, since this is nearly equivalent to the situation of mul-
tifrequency actuation. Under Debye–Huckel limit, however,
a preliminary analysis in analogy to multifrequency DEP [56]
indicates the electrostatic field under electrode polarization
has a linear response to each Fourier modes of different
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Figure 6. Theoretical prediction on the effect of DC-biased AC-field induced-charge electroosmosis on enrichment of nanoparticles in the
annular electrode array. (A) A surface and arrow plot of DC field component considering electrode polarization (unit: V). (B) A surface and
arrow plot of the flow field of HEK on application of a hybrid AC/DC voltage difference between the first and third terminals, with other
bipolar circular strips acting as floating electrodes (unit: m/s). Nanoparticles (red spheres) have a propensity to collect above the third
electrode terminal in every repeating wavelength.

driving frequencies. Accordingly, we solve the DC and AC
fields separately, and then stack up the steady electroconvec-
tion of AC-ICEO, DC-ICEO, and linear DCEO to obtain the
effective HEK streaming, since the time-average of the cross
product of counterionic charge and electric field of different
oscillating frequencies is zero all the time.

In the analysis of DC component, electrochemical
polarization on the driving electrodes (first and third)
cannot be fully developed with severe redox reactions on the
conducting surfaces, and it is assumed that half of applied
DC voltage VDC/2 = 1V would penetrate out of the boundary
layer, further polarize the two floating terminals (second
and fourth) in direct contact with electrolyte. Besides, under
DC limit, complete Debye screening occurs on the bipolar
electrodes due to negligible electrochemical ion relaxation
(Fig. 6A). As a consequence, a series of ICEO micro-vortices
are induced by the hybrid DC/AC voltage signal supplied
from the multichannel function generator, but can only
disturb the flow pattern near the floating terminals on the
channel bottom surface. On the other hand, a global DCEO
streaming from electrostatic force within the native double
layer of positive counterions gives rise to static FSLs at the
center of the third terminal surface, where there is a sharp
change in the direction of the DC field lines (Fig. 6A). In
this way, fluid flows from opposite directions converge
and counteract one another at the circular centerline of
the third terminal, and then stream upward to form closed

recirculation on a relatively large scale than local ICEO vor-
texes (Fig. 6B). Simultaneously, the working fluid convects
downward above the first strip terminal, and then diverges
to both sides. For such, in terms of achieving an equilibrium
among the various vertical force components, latex beads
may stay trapped by transversal electroconvection of HEK
at a certain levitation height away from the flat surface of
the third electrode terminal, where the downward buoyancy
can balance the upward EO fluidic drag. Nevertheless, since
EO streaming cascades downward with sedimentation, it is
not possible for nanoparticles to remain still above the first
terminal; instead, they are swept aside by the divergent HEK
fluid flow on these positively biased metal strips. Accordingly,
particles can merely be captured on electrodes of negative DC
polarity (third terminal in the experiment). That is, from a
theoretical point of view, only one annular trapping line forms
in every repeating wavelength (Fig. 6B); this is in good agree-
ment with the five fluorescence rings collected on the annular
array in practical experiment, as shown in Fig. 7B. Though
the collection area with 2 V DC offset (Fig. 7B) is merely
half of that employing pure ac voltages (Fig. 7A), the time re-
quired for particle preconcentration to reach the steady state
decreases a lot under the synergy of linear and nonlinear EO
streaming.

Since we have employed a hybrid DC/AC voltage sig-
nal in this section, nanoparticles are also subjected to DC
electrophoretic (DCEP) translation in addition to viscous
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Figure 7. A comparison between particle trapping experiment with and without a DC voltage offset. (A) In sheer AC fields, ten particle
trapping lines are formed above the two spiral driving terminals; (B) Under an additional DC bias, although the area of enrichment is
reduced by half, the collection process becomes much faster under the simultaneous action of linear and nonlinear electro-convective
streaming with a concentration ratio of 58.8. (See Supporting Information Movie 4).

fluidic drag from DCEO, DC-ICEO, and AC-ICEO. A super-
imposition of EO flow field u and DCEP motion may shift
the FSL in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7B for DC-biased AC electroki-
netics. However, theoretical prediction of particle collection
state (Fig. 6B) disregarding DCEP is still in good accordance
with corresponding experimental observation (Fig. 7B), im-
plying DCEO dominates over DCEP in current situation.
That is, the native zeta potential on particle surface is no
more than that on insulating channel walls. In addition, it
is worth mentioning that DCEP translation is opposite to
DCEO streaming once both the channel wall and particle
have a uniform distribution of negative free surface charge
density.

3.4 Discussion of electrothermal effect

It is well known that electrokinetic microchips may potentially
suffer from the issue of Joule medium heating across the liq-
uid layer due to the locally amplified electric field around the
microelectrode array. In our microfluidic device, the max-
imum temperature elevation is estimated to be negligibly
small from the analytical solution [61]:

� T ∼ �A2/16k ≈ 0.0004K, (8)

where � = 0.001 S/m is the electrolyte conductivity,
A = 2 V the voltage amplitude, and k = 0.6W/(m·K) the
thermal conductivity of liquid suspension.

Then, a scaling analysis of the AC-electrothermal (ACET)
flow velocity, based upon the Stokes equation consisting of
the time-averaged electrothermal body force density in DC
limit, yields [62]:

uAC E T ∼ εA2� T

�LE
(
1

4
� − 1

2
�) ≈ 0.14 �m/s (9)

where LE = 100 �m is the electrode length. � = −0.004/K
and � = 0.022/K denote the thermal diffusivities of dielec-
tric permittivity and electrical conductivity of saline solution,

respectively. From this equation, the flow velocity of ACET
is 3�4 orders of magnitude slower than that of EO mecha-
nism (�100–1000 �m/s) indicated in Eq. (6) under current
experimental conditions. For this reason, the particle manip-
ulation method presented here is completely free of electric
heat generation and ACET effects, and a low temperature
rise would make this technique eligible for on-chip biological
applications.

4 Concluding remarks

In short summary, we have presented results from a math-
ematical analysis and experimental observation to account
for electro-convective particle trapping by HEK in a four-
phase spiral electrode array of five repetitive wavelength.
Three distinct types of HEK having been well defined, includ-
ing bi-phase ICEO, AC field-effect flow control on BICEO,
and DC-biased BICEO, which can give rise to ten, 20, and
five circular trapping lines of maximum fluorescence inten-
sity in the microdevice, respectively. Besides tunable enrich-
ment areas achievable by HEK, the location of FSL where
particle trapping takes place can also be flexibly adjusted in
terms of alternating the AC voltage wave along the sequen-
tially distributed metal strips, reversing the gate voltage po-
larity, and transferring the DC offset to another electrode
terminal for the three forms of ICEO fluid dynamics, re-
spectively. The numerical simulations indicate that HEK fea-
tures complex rotation behavabuiors in hybrid DC/AC elec-
tric fields. The resultant rotational dynamics under distinct
experimental conditions is shown to affect significantly the
collection pattern of nanofluidic samples adjacent to ideally
polarizable surfaces in electrolytes. These results have close
bearing on several exhilarating applications, including on-
chip sample detection and characterization. Flow rotation of
HEK may be either favorable (stirring) or adverse (transport).
The physical insights about HEK provided in current work
may guide the elaborate design of high degree of freedom
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electrokinetic platforms to either intensify or suppress them.
Further work on HEK may include the investigation of using
more complex electrode structures for sample concentration
and the coupling of multifrequency IDL charge with effects of
a large Dukhin number, including bipolar electrochemistry,
nonlinear surface capacitance, non-uniform surface conduc-
tion, ion concentration polarization, steric effect, and so on.
Under such situations, the linear asymptotic analysis will
not work and alternative mathematical models are pursued
to account for the influence of nonlinear diffuse charge dy-
namics on field-effect-reconfigurable nanoparticle trapping
by HEK. We faithfully believe that HEK would motivate in-
terdisciplinary research in soft matter, analytical chemistry,
and electrokinetic micro/nano-fluidics in the near future.

Nomenclature

Alphabetical symbols

A Voltage amplitude of the applied AC
signal

(V)

CD Diffuse layer capacitance (0.0188
F/m2)

C D = �/�D

CS Stern layer capacitance (0.8 F/m2)
C0 Linear capacity of the entire

electrical double layer (0.0184
F/m2)

C0 = CD /(1+�)

D Diffusion coefficient of ionic species (2 × 10-9 m2/s)
E Electric field vector (V/m)
Et Tangential component of electric

field vector
(V/m)

E EDL
n Normal component of electric field

with the EDL
(V/m)

F Field frequency (Hz)
fbulk Charge relaxation frequency of fluid

bulk (225 KHz)
fbulk = �/2	�

fRC Double-layer charge relaxation
frequency (102–103 Hz)

f RC = �(1 + �)/2	RC D

H Height of the channel (500 �m)
H Levitation height from the electrode

surface
(m)

K Thermal conductivity of suspension
medium

(0.6 W/m k)

LE Electrode width (100 �m)
LG Interelectrode separation (30 �m)
L Signal wavelength (520 �m)
N Number of AC voltage wavelength (5)
P Hydraulic pressure (Pa)
R Characteristic macroscopic length

scale of double-layer capacitive
charging

(100 �m)

Rey The Reynolds number (0.1) Rey = 
fuR/�
R Radius of latex beads (250 nm)
T Temperature field (K)
T Time (s)
U Flow velocity vector (m/s)
X X coordinate (m)
Y Y coordinate (m)

Greek symbols

� Liquid permittivity (7.08×10-10 F/m)
� Electrolyte conductivity (0.001 S/m)
�free Free surface charge density on

insulating channel walls (-0.941
mC m-2)

�free=��fixed/�D

� Electrostatic potential field (V)
A Thermal diffusivity of dielectric

permittivity (-0.004 K-1)
� = ∂�/∂T /�

B Thermal diffusivity of liquid
conductivity (0.022 K-1)

� = ∂�/∂T /�

H Dynamic viscosity of water (0.001 Pa/s)
� Angular field frequency (rad/s) � = 2	f

f Mass density of water (1000 kg/m3)

p Mass density of polystyrene

nanospheres
(1050 kg/m3)


free Free charge density (C m-3) 
free = 
·(�E)
�RC Double-layer charge relaxation

time (s)
�RC =

RC D /�(1 + �)
� Surface capacitance ratio (0.024) � = CD/CS
�i Induced zeta potential on ideally

polarizable surfaces
(V)

�fixed Fixed zeta potential across the
native EDL adjacent to channel
walls

(−50 mV)

�i The body potential of ith terminal (V)
�D Debye screening length (37.6 nm) �D = √

D �/�

Subscripts and superscripts

ACET AC electrothermal
AC Alternating current
AC-ICEO ICEO convection induced by ac field components
Bulk Fluid bulk
D Diffuse layer
DCEO Linear electroosmosis in DC electric fields.
DC Direct current
DC-ICEO ICEO convection induced by dc field components
E Electrode
EDL Electric double layer
F Liquid suspension
Free Free charge density
I The ith terminal
N Normal component
P Particle
RC Resistor capacitor
S Stern layer
T Tangential component

Mathematical symbols

〈A〉 Time-average operator
Ã Phasor amplitude
Re(A) Real part operator
* Complex conjugate operator
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